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1Act I (featuring short ă)
1. Once upon a time, there were three City Goats, each with the name of Gru�.

6. However , the three City Goas were not typical goats.  Not only did they live just a few miles north of downtown 
Chicago... [add photo of skyline in background] 
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Alas, this is bad.
Suddenly his shoulders sagged.  He looked around. “Alas,”  he began.  “There is no more grass.  We 
have eaten every last blade of the sweet, green grass.”  It was a fact.  Kid Gru� ran up and down the 
hillside, frantically searching for more grass.  Mom Gru� started to panic.  Dad Gru� calmly pulled a 
map app and said, "I have a plan."

11.
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Alas, I am sad.

Suddenly his shoulders sagged.  He looked around. “Alas,”  he began.  “There is no more grass.  We 
have eaten every last blade of the sweet, green grass.”  It was a fact.  Kid Gru� ran up and down the 
hillside, frantically searching for more grass.  Mom Gru� started to panic.  Dad Gru� calmly pulled a 
map app and said, "I have a plan."

11.
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Alas, the grass...

Suddenly his shoulders sagged.  He looked around. “Alas,”  he began.  “There is no more grass.  We 
have eaten every last blade of the sweet, green grass.”  It was a fact.  Kid Gru� ran up and down the 
hillside, frantically searching for more grass.  Mom Gru� started to panic.  Dad Gru� calmly pulled a 
map app and said, "I have a plan."

11.
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The grass!

Suddenly his shoulders sagged.  He looked around. “Alas,”  he began.  “There is no more grass.  We 
have eaten every last blade of the sweet, green grass.”  It was a fact.  Kid Gru� ran up and down the 
hillside, frantically searching for more grass.  Mom Gru� started to panic.  Dad Gru� calmly pulled a 
map app and said, "I have a plan."

11.
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The grass!

Suddenly his shoulders sagged.  He looked around. “Alas,”  he began.  “There is no more grass.  We 
have eaten every last blade of the sweet, green grass.”  It was a fact.  Kid Gru� ran up and down the 
hillside, frantically searching for more grass.  Mom Gru� started to panic.  Dad Gru� calmly pulled a 
map app and said, "I have a plan."

11.
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Alas, the grass is gone.
Suddenly his shoulders sagged.  He looked around. “Alas,”  he began.  “There is no more grass.  We 
have eaten every last blade of the sweet, green grass.”  It was a fact.  Kid Gru� ran up and down the 
hillside, frantically searching for more grass.  Mom Gru� started to panic.  Dad Gru� calmly pulled a 
map app and said, "I have a plan."

11.
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Cans, and bags, and mats, I can 
eat them just like that.

Meanwhile, bad Madame Troll sat under her bridge snacking on this and that.  She ate an aluminum can 
and a paper bag and a doormat.  "I've had it with these snacks!" she cried.  "I'd love to eat a nice fat goat.  
"Just then she heard a tap, tap, tap...

15.

Ta
p,

 T
ap

, T
ap

...
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1
Meanwhile, bad Madame Troll sat under her bridge snacking on this and that.  She ate an aluminum can 
and a paper bag and a doormat.  "I've had it with these snacks!" she cried.  "I'd love to eat a nice fat goat.  
"Just then she heard a tap, tap, tap...
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I put on my wig and dance a jig
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and wish I had a goat so big.
Hearing the name Gru�, Madame Troll recalled the delicious taste of goat.  She licked her lips again 
and then did a �ip up onto the bridge.  "Kid Gru�, I am going to eat you up," she insisted.  
Kid Gru� bit his lip and tightened his grip on this bag.  He did not want to be Madame Troll's dinner.

20.
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I am not big, I am not big.

Hearing the name Gru�, Madame Troll recalled the delicious taste of goat.  She licked her lips again 
and then did a �ip up onto the bridge.  "Kid Gru�, I am going to eat you up," she insisted.  
Kid Gru� bit his lip and tightened his grip on this bag.  He did not want to be Madame Troll's dinner.

20.
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Do not eat me, I am not big.Should he jump in to the river?  No.  He couldn't swim.  Should he hit Madame Troll?  
He twisted around and did a kick followed by a hit, hit, hit.  De he win this �ght?  No.  
Madame Troll simply placed her hands on her gig hips and said, "Did you hear me, 
Kid Gru�?  I'm going to eat you up!"

21.
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You are not big.
Shivering and quivering with fear, Kid Gru� backed away from Madame Troll.  
His stomach did a �ip and tears spilled from his eyes.  He felt like such a wimp 
and wished that his Mom and Dad were here to help him. Mom Gru� would 
teach this troll.

22.
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My mom is big."That's it!" he thought.  "Madame Toll, you do not want to eat me up.  I am too thin to heat.  
If you can wait a bit for your dinner, you can eat my mother, Mom Gru�."

23.
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She is big, big as a pig.  I will 
wait for a goat so big."You are rather thin.  Nothing but skin and ribs,"  Madame Troll said.  "I think I can wait 

another minute for Mom Gru�.  She is as plump as a pig."  The thought of a goat so plump 
as a pig caused her to lick her lips yet again.

24.
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1Act III (featuring ŏ)Kid Gru� was quick to pack his bag for his trip across the bridge.  He was the �rst of the three City Goats Gru� to hit the road.  
He gave the bridge a tap, tap, tap to make sure it was safe and then he began to cross.

16.

Click

Click

Click
!

click, click, clicked across the bridge.
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Trot, trot, trot...
Mom Gru� had gone for a jog and then packed her bag for the crossing.  Now she came trotting across the bridge.  
Trot, trot, trot.  Mom Gru� thought of all the sweet, green grass she would gobble up once she crossed the bridge. 

28.

Trot   Trot   Trot

Down below Madame Troll gobbled up a a box of bonbons as she watched her pot of broth 
boil and bubble.  "Who is that trot, trot, trotting across my bridge?" She called out.

29.
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Stop, Mom, stop.  I want to put 
you in my pot.

Madame Troll stirred the pot of broth and then added another log to the �re.  
She tossed some chopped broccoli in the pot and said,  "Once I've got Mom Gru�, 
my Goat Stew is complete."

27.
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But there is not a lot of me to put 
in your pot.

Her knees wobbled and her heart throbbed as she backed away from Madame Troll.  She was in shock and 
started to sob.  Oh, how she longed for her family.  Dad Gru� could stop Madame Troll from eating her up.

33.
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There is not a lot of you to put 
in my pot.

Madame Troll threw down her box of bonbons and hopped up onto the bridge.  Plop!  
"Mom Gru�, I am going to eat you up!"  Mom Gru� stopped.  She did not want to end up 
in Madame Troll's pot.

31.
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Dad will fill your pot.  He is a lot 
to fill your pot.
"I've got it!"  She thought.  "Madame Troll, you do not want to eat me up.  I am not fat 
enough to �ll your pot.  Wait for Dad Gru�.  He'll be along soon."

34.
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Yes, Dad will fill my pot.  He is a 
lot to fill my pot.

"There's NOT a lot of you,"  Madame Troll agreed.  "But Dad Gru� will �ll my pot.  He is as big as a hog.  Be a doll and run along,"  
Madame Troll hollered as she hopped back under the bridge.

35.
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Trot, trot, trot...

"Dad Gru� will show her who is boss.  He'll put a stop to Madame Troll, "Mom Gru� thought 
as she trot, trot, trotted across the bridge.

36. ©
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1Act IV (featuring ǔ)By the time Dad Gru� packed his trunk, the sun had set and it was time for supper!37.
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Yum, yum, yum  I will eat you 
up—yum, yum.

"It is I:  Dad Gru�, of the Three City Goats Gru�"  "Yum!" cried Madame Troll as she sprung up 
onto the bridge.  "Dad Gru�, I am going to eat you up!"

39.
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I will not run.  I will hum and 
hum and hum.Dad Gru� did not run or duck.  He did not make a fuss or hu� and pu�.  Instead, he started to hum a lullaby.40.
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This was no fun.  Please do not 
hum.

"Did you hear me, Dad Gru�?  I am going to eat you up," Madame Troll said sleepily.41.



5

Would it bug you if I hug you?But Dad Gru� did not answer.  Instead, he turned his head back toward the bridge.  "Who is that 
step, step, stepping on our sweet, green grass," he called out.

48.
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It would bug me if you hug me.

"Did you hear me, Dad Gru�?  I am going to eat you up," Madame Troll said sleepily.41.
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Hug!
Dad Gru� Continued to hum the lullaby as he clunk clunk, clunked toward Madame Troll.  
Do you think he punched her in the gut? Or do you think he picked her up and threw her down 
into the much and mud under the bridge?  No.  He was not a thug.  Dad Gru� clucked right up 
to Madame Troll and gave her a hug.
"Ugh!"  Madame Troll thundered.
"Madame Troll, you must let us cross your bridge.  You must not try to eat us up.  Let us trust one 
another, Madame Troll.  Let us become--buddies."
"She was stunned.  She had never had a hug.  She had never had a buddy.

42.
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Ugh!

Dad Gru� Continued to hum the lullaby as he clunk clunk, clunked toward Madame Troll.  
Do you think he punched her in the gut? Or do you think he picked her up and threw her down 
into the much and mud under the bridge?  No.  He was not a thug.  Dad Gru� clucked right up 
to Madame Troll and gave her a hug.
"Ugh!"  Madame Troll thundered.
"Madame Troll, you must let us cross your bridge.  You must not try to eat us up.  Let us trust one 
another, Madame Troll.  Let us become--buddies."
"She was stunned.  She had never had a hug.  She had never had a buddy.

42.
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1Act V (featuring ĕ)By the time Dad Gru� packed his trunk, the sun had set and it was time for supper!37.
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When we met, we were not 
friends.

But Dad Gru� did not answer.  Instead, he turned his head back toward the bridge.  "Who is that 
step, step, stepping on our sweet, green grass," he called out.

48.
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We were not friends.
49.  "It is I—Madame Troll."
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We were not friends.

But Dad Gru� did not answer.  Instead, he turned his head back toward the bridge.  "Who is that 
step, step, stepping on our sweet, green grass," he called out.

48.
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When we met, we were not 
friends.  We were not friends 
when we met.

49.  "It is I—Madame Troll."
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But now we are all friends.
From that day forward, Madame Troll was always welcome on the hillside and she and the Goats became the best of friends.  
When Madame Troll opened a restaurant under a downtown bridge, she named it after the Goats.  Most evenings the Three City 
Goats Gru� and Madame Troll would get together and watch the sun set.  Very often, at this quiet time of evening, each would 
recollect the day they had all met and the lesson they had learned then:  that a kind word and a warm hug could change an enemy 
into a friend forever.

53.
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We are all friends.  We are all 
friends.

From that day forward, Madame Troll was always welcome on the hillside and she and the Goats became the best of friends.  
When Madame Troll opened a restaurant under a downtown bridge, she named it after the Goats.  Most evenings the Three City 
Goats Gru� and Madame Troll would get together and watch the sun set.  Very often, at this quiet time of evening, each would 
recollect the day they had all met and the lesson they had learned then:  that a kind word and a warm hug could change an enemy 
into a friend forever.

53.
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Now we are all friends.  Let us 
watch the sun set.

From that day forward, Madame Troll was always welcome on the hillside and she and the Goats became the best of friends.  
When Madame Troll opened a restaurant under a downtown bridge, she named it after the Goats.  Most evenings the Three City 
Goats Gru� and Madame Troll would get together and watch the sun set.  Very often, at this quiet time of evening, each would 
recollect the day they had all met and the lesson they had learned then:  that a kind word and a warm hug could change an enemy 
into a friend forever.

53.
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